Periodical exam December 3 to 7, 2018
Revision Plan for Grade 1
Math
07.12.2018

Romanian
05.12.2018

English
04.12.2018

Science
03.12.2018

German/Arabic
13.12. 2018/
04.12.2018

Written Evaluation
Math
1. Ordering numbers:
smallest to largest and
largest to smallest.
2. Comparing numbers
3. Skip counting by 2, 5,
10.
Math Club
4. Numbers in words
5. Place value, tens and
ones / units
6. Addition and subtraction
7. Coloring fractions, half
and quarter.
8. Tell the time. Half and
quarter past or to.
9. Multiplication. Count in
2s and 5s.

Evaluare scrisa
1. Sunetele si literele
uUsSlLnNeEr
RcC
2. Despartirea
cuvintelor in silabe
3. Eu spun una, tu
spui multeformare pluralului
4. Transcrierea
cuvintelor si a
propozitiilor
5. Identificarea
sunetului
corespunzator
6. Citirea propozitiilor
scurte

Written Evaluation

Oral evaluation

German: Project
based examination

Reading:
Chapters 1-3 of Think Again reading
book and workbook.
Language:
- instructions - features (Unit 2, pg.
35 and pg. 50);
- order of instructions;
- sequencing words: firstly, secondly,
then, next, lastly;
- adding capital letters and full stops;
- question words: What, Where,
When, Why, How;
- family vocabulary (Unit 3, pg. 54).
Phonics:
-words with the following
graphemes: oy, ir, aw, ue, ew, oe,
au, ey, a-e, e-e, i-e, o-e, u-e, wh, ph
-tricky words: come, said, their,
have, were, there, looked, called,
asked.

1. Material
properties
2. Different
types of rocks
3. Rocks are
useful
4. Natural vs
manufactured
materials
5. Materials can
change shape
by twisting,
stretching,
bending or
squashing

Presentation of
the family. Each
student will
draw/stick a
picture of their
family and write
under each
photograph a
short
presentation:
Example: Meine
Mutter heisst……
(My mother’s
name is…) The
project will be
presented in front
of the class.
Arabic: prepare a
project about the
letters discussed in
class. For each
letter choose 1-2
words and draw or
stick a picture
under.
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Revision Plan for Grade 2

Maths
07.12.2018
Written exam:

Romanian
05.12.2018
Evaluare scrisa :
1. Citirea unui text la
You will need a ruler!
prima vedere si
verificarea
continutului textului
Multiplication and division
prin stabilirea valorii
for the 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10
de adevar a
times tables
propozitiilor
2.
Formularea
Grams and Kilograms
intrebarilor pe baza
Measuring in cm and mm
textului citit
3. Recunoasterea
2D and 3D shapes
antonimelor
Perimeters of shapes
4. Eu spun una, tu spui
multe si despartirea
in silabe
5. Completarea
punctuatiei intr-un
text
6. Scrierea corecta a
cuvintelor care
contin x sau cs
7. Corectarea si
rescrierea unor
propozitii
8. Formare de cuvinte
noi prin inlocuirea
ultimei litere
9.
Ordonarea
silabelor

English
04.12.2018
Written Exam

Science
03.12.2018
Project:

German/Arabic
4.12.2018
German > Project
presentation of the
Reading:
To create a poster about room. Draw/stick
Chapters 1-9 from Five Children and It
EITHER living vs nonon a a3 a4 piece of
and the corresponding pages in the
living things (including
paper the items
workbook.
life processes, how you
know something is living that you have/wish
to have in your
Language:
etc) OR healthy food
(including balanced diets, room. Write under
-suffixes and prefixes (Unit 2, Lesson 1);
food groups, what the
each picture a
-fiction and non-fiction (Unit 2, Lesson 3); food groups do etc.)
sentence about the
item: Das ist das
-command verbs, sequencing words
The poster must include
(Unit 2, Lesson 5);
pictures, information etc. Bett…
-writing instructions (Unit 2, Lesson 5
The children must be
Arabic: project
and 6);
able to speak freely
Prepare a project
-tenses (present, past, future) (Unit 2,
about their chosen
that includes a
Lesson 5);
project and not read
single letter. The
-invitations;
directly of the poster the
methods of writing
-suffixes (y and ly) and prefixes (dis and
whole time.
it and the ways of
un) (Unit 2, Lesson 8);
its pronunciation
-Adjectives and adverbs (Unit 3, Lesson
with the signs. Look
3, 5, 6);
in your book for all
-Lists (Unit 2, Lesson 8);
the words related
-play-script (Unit 3, Lesson 2, 3);
to this letter. Write
-the five senses (Unit 3, Lesson 1);
the words in
-the noun phrase (Unit 3, Lesson 5);
Arabic,English And
-pronouns (Unit 4, Lesson 3);
phonetique.
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Revision Plan for Grade 3
Math
07.12.2018

Romanian
05.12.2018

English
04.12.2018

Science
03.12.2018

Spanish/
French
13.12.2018
German/
Arabic
13.12.2018

Non-unit fractions; Equivalent fractions; Coordinates map; Plotting the points;
Written addition (add numbers with 3 digits using the formal written method of columnar addition/add numbers with up to 4
digits using the formal written method of columnar addition);Word problems
Decimal fractions; Comparing decimals; Rounding to the whole number (round decimals with 1 decimal place to the nearest whole
number);problems involving decimals to 1 place; Recording mass using decimal notation; Multiples of standard weights;
Estimating and rounding masses/problems; Square numbers;7 multiplication table.
Ortogramele studiate (nea si ne-a,neam si ne-am,mia si mi-a , sa si s-a , la s l-a);
Greseli pe care trebuie sa le evitam ( corectarea unor greseli scrise intentionat;
Semnele de punctuatie; Alcatuirea unor enunturi în care un cuvant dat sa aiba alt înteles decat cel din text (ex:sirena);
Textele studiate: Furtuna, dupa Ruth Stiles Gannett,Tara lui Vreau-si-primesc, dupa Andre Maurois,O vizita la Cumuleta,dupa
George Ricus, Ruxi, dupa Matthew Lipman/Personajele textelor/Vocabular;
Sinonime/Antonime; Scrierea textului în care se prezinta o întamplare imaginata;traită sau auzită.
Reading:
The whole story of Alice in Wonderland including activities from the copy books.
Language: -fiction and non-fiction (Unit 2, Lesson 2); -root words(Unit 2, Lesson 3); - contents and index (Unit 2, Lesson 4)
-sentence, key word, phrase (Unit 2, Lesson 7); -punctuation: full stop, question mark, exclamation mark (Unit 2, Lesson 6);
- summarising the main idea (Unit 2, Lesson 8); -connectives (the basic ones) (Unit 2, Lesson 10);
-figurative vs. literal (Unit 3, Lesson 1); -poetic techniques (alliteration, stanza, verse, kenning, rhyme)
Science Project for Assessment
Topic: Animal habitats and adaptations
Due: 3 December 2018
Requirements
Produce an A3 poster about an interesting animal, showing information about its habitat and what adaptations it has to allow it to
survive there. The poster should include information and pictures.
Spanish: copybook/workbook activity + class activity
French: Projet: Ma famille - Presenter sa famille (C’est....) + a photo/drawing with the student’s family
German> copybook/workbook activity + class activity
Arabic: class activity, exercises, match,choose, read…..
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Revision Plan Grade 4
Math
04.12.2018

-

Romanian
05.12.2018

● Planul simplu si dezvoltat de idei; Scrierea unui text dupa un plan de idei; Povestirea unui fragment;
● Personajele (asemanari/ deosebiri, caracterizare fizica/ morala); Substantivul, adjectivul;
● Cuvantul (sinonime, antonime, paronime, omonime, omografe, omofone, pleonasm, oximoron, familia lexicala);

English
05.12.2018
WRITTEN
EXAM

Science
07.12.2018
History

Finding fractions; Fraction sequences; Equivalent fractions; Ordering and comparing fractions (LCM);
Translating shapes; Translating polygons; Translating with coordinates; Decimals as fractions; Decimal rounding and
complements; Rounding to 1 decimal place; Decimal sequences.

Reading: The Incredible Life of Sir David Attenborough from the start to page 23 including the corresponding pages in the
workbook.
CAMBRIDGE PRIMARY: Unit 2 Exploring space (vocabulary related to space, timelines, acronyms and abbreviations, simple
and compound sentences, joining sentences, adverbs and adverbial phrases, writing paragraphs, biographies, past simple verb forms,
the linking verb ‘to be’, interviews, keeping a personal journal, identifying facts in a text) + Unit 3 Reflections (vocabulary related
to nature, identifying the voice in a poem, form and structure of a poem, spelling and pronunciation of silent letters, personification,
literal and figurative meanings, similes, metaphors, comparing and contrasting, haiku).
Science Project for Assessment
Topic: States of matter – Water; Due:
7 December 2018
Requirements Produce an A3 poster showing interesting facts about water in its different states on Earth and different places that
water can be found. The poster should include information and pictures.
03.12.2018
Quiz Ancient Greece; Alexander the Great; The Geto-Dacians and the Romans

Geography

03.12.2018
Plickers Landforms; Oceans and seas; The rivers; Seasons.

Spanish/
French
12.12.2018

Spanish- oral evaluation: decir la hora, el tiempo, la ropa, actividades de tiempo libre
Project - Salut, c’est moi! Je me présente (Je m’appelle/Je suis une fille/un garçon/J’ai...ans/J’ai….frere(s)/soeur(s)/Mon
anniversaire, c’est le... + VISUALS

German/
Arabic
4.12.2018

German> copybook/workbook + activity evaluation
Arabic: class activity,exercises:match,choose the correct answer,reading …..
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Revision Plan Grade 5
Math
05.12.2018

Reading and writing natural numbers; Common factor; Operations with natural numbers; Powers; TIR; Representation
method; Going back method; Compare method

Romanian
04.12.2018

EXAMEN SCRIS (TEZĂ)
Textul literar.Textul nonliterar. Temă.Cuvinte-cheie. Idee principală.Idee secundară. Părțile textului.Compunerea.
Enunțul.Punctuația enunțului. Propoziția.Tipuri de propoziții. Vocabularul. Sinonime.Antonime. Câmpul lexical
Personificarea.Comparația
WRITTEN EXAM - CAMBRIDGE PRIMARY: Unit 2 People in the news (headlines, compound words, punctuation,
statements/questions/commands, skimming a text, UK and US spelling, summarizing, writing paragraphs, proverbs, structure
of a news report – inverted pyramid, facts and opinions, autobiographies, pronouns, obituaries, the linking verb ‘to be’) + Unit
3 Poems – old and new (vocabulary related to rivers, identifying the features and the voice of a poem, onomatopoeia,
alliteration, repetition).
GRAMMAR: Present Simple, Present Continuous, Past Simple, Past Continuous, Past Habits (used to), Punctuation, Spelling.

English
07.12.2018

Biology
05.12.2018
History
03.12.2018
Geography
03.12.2018
Spanish
04.12.2018
French
04.12.2018
German
05.12.2018
Arabic

Project presentation: Black sea; Danube Delta
Project presentation about the topic assigned to each student. The project can be made on a cardboard, 3D or in
powerpoint. Please, present it without reading from it and focus on the interesting facts.
Project presentation about the topic assigned to each student. The project can be made on a cardboard, 3D or in
powerpoint. Please, present it without reading from it and focus on the interesting facts.
Proyecto: Describir mi familia (descripcion fisica y de caracter de los miembros de la familia con fotos o dibujos)
Projet: Je fais mon autoportrait (Nom, prénom, traits de caractère, date de naissance + VISUALS)
Projcet presentation>Family. Prepare a 3 minutes presentation about your family. Sentences like: Mein Mutter heisst….Sie ist
….Jahre alt. Must be present in the presentation. You are not allowed to read the project - it has to be presented (flashcards
are accepted).
Arabic :project
(Hussein and Aya make project about feminine and masculine of noun, adjective and color ) and( Maya, Hussi and
AbdulaKhadara make a project about the verb that we learned).
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Revision Plan for Grade 6
Math
05.12.2018

Romanian
04.12.2018

English
05.12.2018

Biology
07.12.2018
Physics
04.12.2018
History
03.12.2018
Geography
03.12.2018
Spanish
07.12.2018
French
07.12.2018
German/Arabic
13.12.2018

Algebra
Sets: Relations between sets; Operations on sets
Divisibility: Powers; Multiples; Factors; Prime and composite; Lcm and gcf
Geometry: Lines; Angles (Types, Adjacent, Bisector, Complementary and supplementary, Vertically, Angles around a point)
EXAMEN SCRIS (TEZĂ)
Silaba.Despărțirea în silabe. Diftong.Triftong.Hiat. Sens propriu.Sens figurat. Sinonime.Antonime.Omonime.Cuvinte
olisemantice.Textul narativ.Momentele subiectului.Compunerea narativă.Compunerea descriptivă.Verbul (până unde am
făcut).Textul literar.Textul nonliterar
WRITTEN EXAM - CHECKPOINT: Unit 2 Tall tales (types of tales, features of cautionary tales, warnings, urban legends,
writing a short story, mini-sagas, short story titles, present participles as linking devices, dashes, direct speech, writing a minisaga, the role of dialogue) + Unit 3 Favourite things (making notes, adjectival order, alliteration and assonance, identifying
facts in a text, linking sentences). GRAMMAR: Adjectives and adverbs, Comparatives and superlatives, Conditionals,
Vocabulary – Word formation, Collocations and fixed expressions, Compound words.
Locomotor system, nervous system, circulatory system, respiratory system, hibernation and migration.

We covered “Units and measurements”.For the exam - an essay: What is time?
Try to approach the theme from different perspectives: scientific, artistic, philosophical
Project presentation about the topics assigned. The project has to be made on two A4 pages; the first page has to include the
title of your project and ten interesting facts, the second page has to include pictures. Please, present it without reading from
it.
Project presentation about the topics assigned. The project has to be made on two A4 pages; the first page has to include the
title of your project and ten interesting facts, the second page has to include pictures. Please, present it without reading from
it.
Proyecto: Mis vacaciones - project of students’ last holiday, in which they present their activities during their holiday in
preterito indefinido. The project can be accompanied by photos.
Projet: Le vélo, c’est écolo! Ecrire et illustrer les slogans pour la sécurité routière appris en classe (each student has the slogans in the
notebook)

German>Project presentation:Free time activities. Prepare a 3 minutes individual presentation or a 5 minutes group
presentation about 7 of your favorite free time activities. Groups are to be formed of maximum two individuals, each having
7 activities to present. The presentation must include sentences like> Guten Tag/ Mein Name ist.../Heute spreche ich uber
das Thema Freizeitaktivitaten/ Das was meine Presenation/ Vielen Dank. Under each activity chosen there must be a
sentence about the presented photo: Fussball spielen >Ich spiele Fussball in die Turnhalle.
Arabic: class activity marks
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Revision Plan for Grade 7
Math
04.12.2018
Romanian
07.12.2018

Algebra: Rational numbers; Real numbers
Geometry: Quadrilaterals, Parallelogram, Rectangle, Rhombus, Square, Trapezium, Midsegment, Areas
EXAMEN SCRIS (TEZĂ)
Textul argumentativ. Noțiuni de sintaxă. Fraza.Vocabularul.Derivarea.Compunerea.Schimbarea valorii gramaticale
Împrumuturile.Neologismele.Paronimele.Sinonimele.Antonimele.Fonetica.Genul epic.Verbul (până unde am făcut)
Figurile de stil.Semne de punctuație.Semne de ortografie

English
07.12.2018

WRITTEN EXAM - CHECKPOINT: Unit 3 Water (water proverbs, sustained metaphor, rhyme scheme, alliteration,
assonance, repetition, identifying the main idea of a text, irony, emotions, describing a process, haiku, semi-colons, nonsentences, present and past participles used to link sentences, summarizing, facts, formal reports) + Unit 4 The feast
(vocabulary related to food, comic writing, stage directions, time adverbs and adverbial phrases, verbs of perception, adjectival
endings, food adjectives, using lists in descriptions, descriptive devices, describing).

English Reading
04.12.2018

Biology
03.12.2018
History
04.12.2018
Geography
04.12.2018
Spanish
03.12.2018
French
03.12.2018

ENGLISH READING Project for Assessment
Topic: The Invisible Man
Due: 4 December 2018
Requirements
Produce a theatre programme for an exciting new production of ‘The Invisible Man’. Include: A front cover design, a cast
list, a synopsis of the plot (without giving the ending away), biographies of the leading actors, letter from the director,
advertisements, a back cover and a contents page.
Project presentation:Circulatory system; Respiratory system
Project presentation about the topic assigned to each student. The project can be made on a cardboard, 3D or in
powerpoint. Please, present it without reading from it and focus on the interesting facts.
Project presentation about the topic assigned to each student.The project can be made on a cardboard, 3D or in
powerpoint. Please, present it without reading from it and focus on the interesting facts.
Proyecto: Mis vacaciones - project of students’ last holiday, in which they present their activities during their holiday in
preterito indefinido. The project can be accompanied by photos.
Projet: Mon carnet de voyage - Raconter un voyage (at least 10 sentences using the perfect tense - le passé composé +
visuals)

Physics
05.12.2018

The exam will be a group activity (poster session) based on the assignments.
Please bring the necessary materials.

Chemistry
05.12.2018

German/Arabic

1. Percentage concentration - solving problems
2. Atom. Atomic structure - definition, atomic number, mass number, correlation between A and Z
3. Structure of nucleus - protons and neutrons
4. Chemical symbols
German: workbook activity: page 10 + copybook and class activity

13.12.2018

Arabic: oral test ( breakfast conversation)+class activity
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Revision Plan for Grade 8
Math
05.12.2018

English
04.12.2018

English Reading
07.12.2018

Romanian
03.12.2018

Algebra: multimi de numere, modul, parte intreaga/fractionara, intervale, radicali,calcul algebric, expresii
Geometrie: pozitia dreapta-dreapta, unghi dreapta-dreapta, pozitia dreapta-plan, dreapta perpendiculara pe un plan, pozitia
plan-plan, diagonala cub, diagonala paralelipiped
Checkpoint: Chapters 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,13,15,19
EXAM
Read a given text and come up with:
- A suitable title
- The main idea/the author’s viewpoint
- A list of ideas expressed in the passage in one’s own words
- A list of arguments against the ideas of a text
Grammar: Past TENSES (only; no future)
Irregular Verbs list
Writing: a letter to a newspaper
an argumentative article
Vocabulary - new vocabulary from the texts studied
- Phrasal verbs with GETENGLISH READING Project for Assessment
Topic: The Tempest
Due: 7 December 2018
Requirements
You have been asked to produce a theatre programme for an exciting new production of ‘The Tempest’. Include the
following: A front cover design, a cast list, a synopsis of the plot, biographies of the leading actors, costume designs, create a
set design, letter from the director, advertisements for merchandise for the play, a back cover and a contents page.
EXAMEN SCRIS (TEZĂ)
Doina
Genul liric
Genul epic
Descrierea literară
Derivarea.Compunerea.Schimbarea valorii gramaticale
Împrumuturile.Neologismele
Cuvântul și contextul (sens propriu și sens figurat)

Sinonimele.Antonimele
Omonimele.Cuvintele polisemantice
Paronimele.Pleonasmul
Fonetica
Noțiuni de sintaxă

Biology
04.12.2018
History
07.12.2018
Geography
07.12.2018

Spanish
05.12.2018
French
05.12.2018
Physics
03.12.2018
Chemistry
07.12.2018

Horia: sinonime, antonime, omonime, cuvinte polisematice, verb și rezumat pentru un text dat
Project presentation
Genetics
Project presentation about the topic assigned to each student.
The project can be made on a cardboard, 3D or in powerpoint.
Please, present it without reading from it and focus on the interesting facts.
Written examination
Study the questions we did from the book for the following topics:
1.The Eastern Carpathians; 2. The Southern Carpathians; 3.The Western Carpathians; 4. The Subcarpathians; the
Moldavian Subcarpathians, the Curvature Subcarpathians, the Getic Subcarpathians, the ; 5. The Transylvanian
Depression.
+ Locate the landforms on the silent map of Romania
Oral examination: Project presentation - Describe una persona famosa. Students are required to deliver their presentation in
front of the class. Reading from a piece of paper is not allowed.
Projet - Mes souvenirs d’enfance (at least 10 sentences using the imperfect tense - l’imparfait + visuals)
Pressure - solving types of pressure problems
Pressure in solids, hydrostatic pressure, atmospheric pressure, Archimedes’ upthrust
1. Metals- general characteristics of metals
2. Carbon - physical & chemical properties
3. Allotropic states of carbon - structures and properties of diamond and graphite

German/Arabic

German> workbook + copybook+ class activity

13.12.2018

Arabic: oral test ( breakfast conversation)+class activity vg
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Revision Plan for Grade 9
Math
3.12.2018
Romanian
4.12.2018

English
4.12.2018

Biology
4.12.2018

History
10.12.2018
Geography
3.12.2018

Physics
7.12.2018

Chemistry
3.12.2018

Chapters 1,2,3,4,5,6
Examen scris (teză)
Reguli din DOOM2
La conac-I.L.Caragiale
Fantastic
Text argumentativ
EXAM
Grammar: Order of adjectives; Past Tenses; Infinitives versus Gerund
Spelling: Doubling consonants when adding suffixes
Writing an email
Tone and register
Texts: finding the main ideas; taking notes; headlines; summary; rewording; redundant words
Project presentation
Enzymes
Biological molecules
Transport in cells
Project presentation about the topic assigned to each student.
The project can be made on a cardboard, 3D or in powerpoint.
Please, present it without reading from it and focus on the interesting facts.
Project presentation about the topic assigned to each student.
The project can be made on a cardboard, 3D or in powerpoint.
Please, present it without reading from it and focus on the interesting facts.
Oral exam
Covered topics:
1. Density
2. Weight and stretching
3. Adding forces
4. Force and acceleration
5. Circular motion
1. Chapter 3 - Chemical bonding - all chapter

Business
04.12.18

Grade 9 Business Project for Assessment
Topic: Recruitment of workers
Due: 4 December 2018
Requirements
Produce a project which explores key concepts about recruitment of workers. The project can be presented as a poster or
as a booklet (e.g. in a file). Pictures and examples of the various elements discussed can be included. Project should
address the following:
· Information about internal and external recruitment (advantages and limitations).
· Information about the main stages of the recruitment and selection process: job analysis, job description, person
specification, advertising a job, sending out application forms and job details, receiving applications and shortlisting
applicants, interviewing shortlisted candidates and selecting the right candidate.

Economics
5.12.2018
French/German/Arabic
5.12.2018
GP
7.12.2018
Travel & Tourism
04.12.18

Everything up to Lesson Demands
Multiple choices class structured questions
German> workbook + class activity
Arabic:writing past paper
French: Projet: Inventez un menu pour manger équilibré + visuals
Past Paper

Travel & Tourism Project for Assessment
Topic: Features of worldwide destinations
Due: 4 December 2018
Requirements
Produce an informative A3 poster, brochure or booklet about a destination of your choice, reflecting various aspects of
the travel and tourism industry from Unit 2 of the coursebook. Pictures or drawings can also be included.
The project should include:
Destination name
Description of the destination
Geographical location and time zone
Climate and weather > Consider how this affects when tourists would travel to the destination and suggested
attire for the destination (clothing)
Features which attract visitors to the destination and what it is famous for
e.g. scenery and landscape, vegetation and wildlife, historical and cultural attractions, modern/built attractions,
accommodation options, activities, events and festivals, catering and entertainment facilities and accessibility to the area.
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Revision Plan for Grade 10
Math
3.12.2018
Romanian
5.12.2018

Written exam: Past paper

English
7.12.2018
Biology
5.12.2018 and
7.12.2018
History
10.12.2018

Written exam ( teza): Writing news reports ( structure, language, headlines), Descriptions ( colour imagery), new vocabulary

Geoghaphy
3.12.2018
Physics
04.12.2018

Chemistry
3.12.2018

Examen scris (teză)
Text argumentativ
Reguli din DOOM2
Fantastic
La țigănci -Mircea Eliade

All the chapters, including Genetics
Paper1, Paper 2
Project presentation about the topic assigned to each student.
The project can be made on a cardboard, 3D or in powerpoint.
Please, present it without reading from it and focus on the interesting facts.
Project presentation about the topic assigned to each student.
The project can be made on a cardboard, 3D or in powerpoint.
Please, present it without reading from it and focus on the interesting facts.
CORE STUDENTS
Light - reflection and refraction of light
Plane mirrors
IGCSE STUDENTS
Section 3 - Waves and their properties - all chapter; applications
CORE STUDENTS
Chapter 9 - Periodic Table - applications
IGCSE STUDENTS
Chapter 6, chapter 7, chapter 8, chapter 9 - applications

Business
04.12.18

Business Project for Assessment
Topic: Marketing
Due: 4 December 2018
Requirements
The Apprentice Challenge!
Complete the given tasks and put together a marketing report and proposal. Choose to present work in any way that is
preferred (a folder, poster or slideshow), but work must cover all the required tasks in full detail. Project presentation is to be
2 - 5 minutes in length.

Economy
5.12.2018
GP
3.12.2018
Spanish/French/A
rabic/German
4.12.2018

T&T
04.12.18

(All students are completing this task IGCSE & Core students)
Everything up to Lesson Economies for Scale
Multiple choices class structured questions
Past paper
German> workbook + Reading past paper
Arabic: writing past paper
Spanish: IGCSE Listening (past paper).
French: Oral exam - 1. Role play - 10 minutes; 2. Topic presentation - 10 minutes; 3. General conversation - 5 minutes (Objets
perdus, L’argent, Les vêtements, L’environnement for the Role Play)
Travel & Tourism Project for Assessment
Topic: Customer care and working procedures
Due: 4 December 2018
Requirements
A new employee is arriving to the fill a vacancy at the Palm Springs Hotel (select a role within the travel and tourism industry
which includes an aspect of customer care, such as restaurant manager, front desk receptionist, waitron etc.).
Produce an informative booklet to be used during the initial training for the candidate who has been hired to fill the position,
so that they know what is expected of them as a member of staff at the hotel. The booklet should cover key points about
customer care and working procedures such as:
The concept of customer care and why it is important; Basic customer care concepts: reliability, responsiveness,
assurance and empathy; How to deal with customers and colleagues (the need for courtesy, tact and diplomacy),
including how to handle complaints; Operational and competence standards (the importance of following
procedures); The importance of teamwork; The importance of personal presentation
Note: This project covers key concepts from the Coursebook Unit 3.
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Revision Plan for Grade 11
History
5.12.2018
Geography
5.12.2018
Global Perspectives
3.12.2018
Math
5.12.2018 Pure
10.12.2018 Statistics
Romanian
7.12.2018

English
5.12.2018
Biology
4.12.2018
Physics
4.12.2018
Chemistry
4.12.2018

Business
07.12.18

Project presentation about the topic assigned to each student.
The project can be made on a cardboard, 3D or in powerpoint.
Please, present it without reading from it and focus on the interesting facts.
Project presentation about the topic assigned to each student.
The project can be made on a cardboard, 3D or in powerpoint.
Please, present it without reading from it and focus on the interesting facts.
Past paper
Written exam: Past paper - Pure Mathematics
Statistics: Chapters 1-5
Examen scris (teză)
Reguli din DOOM 2; Exerciții de tipul alegere multiplă/alegere duală din textele studiate (Monastirea Argeșului, miturile
fundamentale ale poporului român, Meșterul Manole-L.Blaga, Balta-Albă-V.Alecsandri,Alexandru LăpușneanulC.Negruzzi, perioada pașoptistă )
Comentarea unui proverb. Sinonime.Antonime.Omonime.Paronime.Cuvinte polisematice
EXAM: Paper 1 a+b (commenting +directed writing)
Non-Cambridge exam takers: Write an argumentative article on a favourite controversial topic.
Chapters 1- 6, Past paper
Project; GENETICS
AS Level - written examination (Ch.7-12)
Non AS Level - essay: Going to Mars
CORE STUDENTS
Project - Enthalpy change of reaction
AS STUDENTS
Chapters 4 - 6 -applications
Business Project for Assessment
Topic: The origins of business Due: 7 December 2018
Requirements
Produce a written project which explores the history of business and presents interesting facts about the evolution of
business and how various aspects of this field developed. The project should be in report form using a title, headings,

sub-headings, a contents page (page numbers) and a bibliography.
Useful links:
https://www.bain.com/insights/3000-years-of-business-history-in-two-minutes-video/
http://www2.bain.com/story/history-of-business/index.html
Economics
5.12.2018
Psychology
7.12.2018

Spanish/French/Ara
bic/German
T&T
07.12.18

Everything up to Aggregate Supply
Multiple choices class structured questions
For students taking the AS level exam -written test from the subchapters: Experiments, Self reports, Case studies,
Observations, Correlations, Research process, Definition, manipulation, measurement and control of variables, Sampling
of participants, Data and data analysis, Ethical Issues, Evaluating research
For students not taking the AS level exam - a project on the topic of Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (description and
techniques). DDL 11th of December
Spanish/French/German - Marks from class activity
7.12.2018 Arabic - exam
French - Class activity
Travel & Tourism Project for Assessment

Topic: Subsectors of the travel and tourism industry Due:

7 December 2018

Requirements
Prepare a written project on the subsectors of the travel and tourism industry. The project should be presented as a report,
including a cover, contents page (page numbers), headings, subheadings and a bibliography.
Note: This covers Coursebook Chapter 1, Section 1.5 Subsectors of the travel and tourism industry (Pg 39 - 56).
You should include information on the following: Transportation, accommodation and catering, attractions, tourist information
and guiding services, tour operators and travel agents, and ancillary services.
For each sub-sector, you should:
Give a definition and description of the subsector; Include information about what role the subsector plays in the travel
and tourism industry; Discuss the importance of the subsector and its relation to the other subsectors;Give examples

ICT
4.12.2018

Periodical exam December 3 to 7, 2018
Revision Plan for Grade 12
History
5.12.2018
Geography
5.12.2018
Global Perspectives
3.12.2018
Math
4.12.2018
Romanian
5.12.2018

English
7.12.2018
Biology
4.12.2018
Physics
5.12.2018
Chemistry
5.12.2018
Business
07.12.18

Project presentation about the topic assigned to each student.
The project can be made on a cardboard, 3D or in powerpoint.
Please, present it without reading from it and focus on the interesting facts.
Project presentation about the topic assigned to each student.
The project can be made on a cardboard, 3D or in powerpoint.
Please, present it without reading from it and focus on the interesting facts.
Write at least one page from the research report.
Written exam: Past paper
EXAMEN SCRIS (TEZĂ)
Reguli din DOOM2
Text argumentativ
Povestea lui Harap-Alb de Ion Creangă
Written exam: dependent prepositions, passive voice, writing essays
PROJECT: GENETICS
A Level: 5 chapters
Non A Level - essay: Going to Mars
CORE STUDENTS
Project - Enthalpy change of reactions
A Level STUDENTS - chapter 25 - Benzene and its compounds - applications
Business Project for Assessment
Topic: Marketing planning
Due: 7 December 2018
Requirements
Produce a written report which highlights the importance of market planning by researching and discussing one newly
released product/service which was a major success.
For each of the examples given provide:
A brief description of the business responsible for the product
A brief description of the product and background information on the product

The product/service’s target market and the market segment it was entering
Why the product succeeded/failed
Follow this research with discussions on the following:
The importance of new product development
Assess the importance of market planning to the success of new products
The importance of integrating the marketing mix for a company’s product
Note: This project focuses on the information from Chapter 20: Marketing planning.
Psychology
3.12.2018

For students taking the A level exam -written test from the chapter Psychology and Abnormality (without the Obsessive
compulsive disorders)
For students not taking the A level exam - a project on the topic of Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (description and
techniques). DDL 3rd of December

ICT
French

Class activity marks

T&T
07.12.18

Travel & Tourism Project for Assessment
Topic: Destination marketing and management
Due: 7 December 2018
Requirements
Casino rejuvenation!
You have the task of deciding what to do with the historical landmark, in order to create an attraction which helps with
the development of travel and tourism in Constanta. This needs to be a sustainable development which leads to growth
within the local community. You need to complete the following tasks and may choose to present your work in any way
that you like (e.g. a folder or slideshow).
Task 1: Feasibility study
Task 2: Objectives of tourism development and management
Task 3: The Target Market: Market segmentation & visitor profiling
Task 4: What does the competition offer?
Task 5: Creating a brand identity
Task 6: The Advert
Task 7: The Marketing Mix (Product, price, place and promotion)

